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      Doodle Whiteboard Animation 2020 Welcome If you have downloaded our catalog, it is because you’re looking for an original and attractive method with which to promote your business. Excellent choice: you’re in the right place. As you may know, for some years now, videos are becoming increasingly important in communication strategies. They allow you to collect large quantities of information in a few seconds and more easily capture people’s attention. Doodle Video Animations work even better: they join video, images, text and narrating voice in a clear, efficient, persuasive and secure message to your audience. And thanks to our professional animation services you can count on an innovative and quality product with which to advertise your products and services and attract new customers. Let’s see what we can do for you. Our Goal Whiteboard.ee is the first European service that creates professional presentations with the only objective of increasing the sales of your products. Differently form other competitors which create generic animations, creative but without a clear sales strategy, we have a team of sales professionals who work alongside animators to create targeted images and texts to increase the conversion rate of users What Is A Doodle Whiteboard ? From Wikipedia “Doodles are simple drawings that can have concrete representational meaning or may just be composed of random and abstract lines” Doodling has positive effects on human comprehension as well. Creating visual depictions of information allows for a deeper understanding of material being learned. A person engages neurological pathways in ways that allow for effective and efficient sifting and processing of information. For these reasons, doodling is used as an effective study tool and memory device. How Much Does a Video Cost There are two main factors that affect the price The Length Of The Video 1500 €/minute The longer the video, the longer it takes to make the video animation. We have a rate per second. A two 25 €/sec minute video costs exactly twice as much as a one minute video Include 6-10 frames, that is one complete image that takes 6-10 sec to be drawn Full Color Video You can have a full color video, with an extra cost of 30€ per frame. What is Included In The Video ? Realization of Script Commercial release and Storyboard You will be the owner of your video and you can use it as you wish Our team will take care of writing your story and giving life to your words in a persuasive way Professional narrative Satisfaction voice guarantee All voices are recorded in the audio An unhappy customer is not an room by professional actors/speakers. option for us The voice must excite the listener Original video Insertion of Your Logo All videos are created new starting The videos will be personalized with from the agreed text your logo to amplify your brand Optional Services Super urgent within 3 weeks +30% Translation 10€ / 100 words Additional voice for multi-voice video 2€ / sec of the video Multilingual. If the same video is requested 40% of the video’s value changing only the voice and keeping the same animations Modification to the video animation text after 200€ / modification making a video draft (max 10 consecutive seconds) Reduction In Price Text provided by the client that doesn’t - 1 €/sec have to be reviewed by our script writers. Voiceover provided by you, or without - 1 €/sec voiceover Indication of “video made by Whiteboard.ee” - 1 €/sec in the last 10 seconds of the video Commercial Terms Billing will take place based on the actual length of the video The prices shown are excluding VAT Payment methods: 50% advance payment at the order, rest of the payment upon acceptance of the video animation Discount Packages For those who need multiple video animations Buy prepaid packages 5 Minutes of Video and you will be entitled to a discount on the cost of the video animation. 10 Minutes of Video Get the Most Out Of The Video We create Advertising Campaigns with your Video to reach new Customers Digital Marketing offers possibilities that were unthinkable until a few years ago. Thanks to tools like Facebook or Google Ads you can show your video to people who are looking for or show interest in your service, implementing a strategy to acquire new customers. To get the most out of the investment made for your video, it’s essential to enhance it within a customer acquisition strategy, showing your video to those who don’t know you yet but are looking for your company! Get the Most Out Of The Video 600€ 500€ Ads Campaign Set- Monthly Monitoring and up campaign optimization General evaluation call Periodic monitoring of (about 1 hour) campaign performance. Target analysis Optimization of ads Decision of objectives and KPI performance (performance indexes) Exploration of new types of Copywriting audiences Final project report Launch of new campaigns Copywriting Monthly report Unlimited Revisions At each stage of the video animation creation process (text, voice, animation) you are entitled to unlimited revisions. With unlimited revisions you will get the doodle video animation you need. Unsatisfied customer is not an option for us. If changes to previously approved steps are requested, they can be made at the additional costs estimated at the time of requests and it will therefore be possible to accept or reject them. Money Back Guarantee If the video animation does not meet your standards for any reason it means we haven’t done our job! An unhappy customer is not an option for us. HOW MUCH IS THE REFUND? In case of approval of the script, 20% of the cost of the video animation will be retained and the remainder will be refunded. In case of approval of the voice over, 40% of the cost of the video animation will be retained and the remainder will be refunded In case of approval of the storyboard (where provided), 60% of the cost of the video animation will be retained and the remaining part will be refunded WHAT HAPPENS TO THE PREPARED DOCUMENTATION? The approved part will be your property and you can use it at your convenience Commercial Rights Upon final payment you will receive a release for all files delivered for any type of disclosure, excluding radio and television rights, without any extra request for money for the work done. You can publish it on all communication channels in the online world YOUTUBE INSTAGRAM FACEBOOK LINKEDIN In case you want to transmit the video animation on radio-television media, you will have to pay for the voice rights. How Long To Make a Video? Normally we need 5-6 weeks for the realization of the whiteboard doodle animation. To this you must add the time it takes for you to answer the questionnaire and the requested revisions. Do you need an urgent creation? With an extra cost we can give priority to your project and carry it out within 3 weeks. How Long Should a Video Be? It must be long enough to tell your story. If 30 seconds are enough to tell your service or product, your video doesn’t have to be half an instant longer. If you need 3 minutes, that’s fine. The only thing that matters is what you are telling. If you need that time to tell the story, take that time. The duration of the video is like a tight-fitting dress, it must cover exactly the minimum necessary. Do you want to know how long your video will be? Indicatively, 120-150 words equals one minute of video. Or just read the text aloud to get an estimate of the length of the video. FAQ Can I have a video without the hand? Yes, you can. At the same price of the standard video. Do I have to pay a deposit? Yes, a 50% deposit is required before we start the realization of the video animation. Check few slides before our Money Back Guarantee for further details. Can I have any number of frame? Yes, each additional frame to the 6 frame per minute cost 200€ each Can I have subtitles? Yes you can have subtitles if required. The Realization Process DATA COLLECTION TEXT REALIZATION DRAWINGS You will receive a simple and quick We transform the information We define which images to insert questionnaire that helps you think about received into a text to be narrated in the animation your video animation EDITING ANIMATION VOICE OVER Music and special effects are Each previously defined element is A professional actor records the added and everything is joined together by a team of audio track in a recording studio synchronized experienced animators The Realization Process Click below to watch the video About Us We are a European company based in Estonia, in the European community, fully focused on making animated video presentations. We are a team of professionals people with the goal of helping companies and professionals to communicate in a more attractive and persuasive way, to fight for attention on the internet. Why Work With Us International Do you need the video in different languages? No problem! We have made videos in 10 different languages and communicate with customers around the world on a daily basis. Transparency You know exactly what you will get when you work with us. When we make a video everything is included: The writing of a persuasive script, the professional voice over, the animation, all to get a personalized HD video Original videos All videos are original and customized for you. We don’t use fixed templates, but software libraries. Money Back Guarantee We are the only company in Europe that offers you this option. For us, the important thing is to be useful to customers. Quality of the Videos You can see the quality of our product on our website www.Whiteboard.ee where there are some examples and countless testimonials that you can contact as they left their reference website. Expert Team You will have a team of experts who follows and processes your video (not a freelancer who may not have all the necessary skills). The videos made for you are like a symphony created by many expert hands. Statistics Sellers who use videos increase On average, their people stay 2,6 turnover by times longer on 49% more pages with videos (Wistia) than those +64% who don’t +180% use them (VidYard) By adding a video +260 presentation to Online shoppers % watching demo your landing page, videos are 180% +49% you can increase more likely to the conversion rate purchase by up to 64% (DMB Adobe) (conversion-rate- experts) Testimonials “You are innovative Congratulations on the "I don't think I have ever but simple at the work done. Since I invested my money more same time! By inserted the video efficiently and effectively in animation on socials, I anything I have ever publishing the video have obtained an invested in. I have gained on Facebook, we already so much popularity improvement of my immediately gained brand and also an from the video that is more visibility!” increase in turnover. ABSOLUTELY priceless. I Keep going like this. appreciate that you do CARLO DE You are really brilliant everything to make an BASTIANI outstanding video VALERIO SALTARI IL QUINDICINALE OROLIVE animation. Thank You. FABRIZIO VIGNALI Discover The History of Whiteboard.ee In this blog Interview made for “Starter Story”, the founder Marco Gatti reveals the behind the scenes of how our company was born and why we help entrepreneurs and professionals to communicate better with the use of video animations. Click on the link to read the interview Some Of Our Videos Order Now And start communicating more effectively and persuasively with an animated video presentation ORDER ONLINE 1 https://Whiteboard.ee/order/ KNOWLEDGE BRIEFING 2 Fill in the questionnaire we send you ANIMATION 3 Receive your video animation INCREASE YOUR SALES 4 Share the video animation on socials, on your site, with your contracts Contacts For Any Need Our Experts Are Always At Your Disposal +39 02 37 90 11 10 +39 348 350 41 29 info@Whiteboard.ee https://Whiteboard.ee Whiteboard.ee is a registered trademark of MEDIATOPSOLUTION OÜ - Sepapaja 6, Tallinn 15551, Estonia - Registry code: 14436876 - VAT: EE102051339 
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